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Cover: IDV at PLATFORM, Sierra Sectional, Wren 
and Acorn Planters, Inyo Chair 
Left: IDV Urban Outdoor Living

Be moving. Be relaxed. Be dreaming. 

Be hosting a dinner party. While you are 

being, we want you to be comfortable. 

Here at IDV, we want you surrounded 

by products that are as beautiful and 

purposeful as the elements of nature. 

Our products inspire creativity and 

optimism, they foster conversations and 

gatherings. 

All of our products are thoughtfully 

designed and tested in Venice, CA. As 

the offspring of Ilan Dei Studio we’ve 

been designing and fabricating in 

Venice for over 25 years. We are a family 

of accomplished designers, thinkers 

and doers who passionately live and 

love the urban outdoor lifestyle that is 

quintessentially Californian.

At IDV our goal is to generate more 

optimism through creativity.  We 

design, make, and curate furniture and 

accessories that facilitate our lives 

beyond the indoors.  

THIS IS URBAN OUTDOOR LIVING.

Go Outside  
 and Be.
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Cord
Collection

Green, Black, Moss and White Cord 
Lounges with Gray Frame; Orange Cord 
Lounge with White Frame
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The Cord Collection is a colorful series of outdoor furniture inspired by mid-century 

modernist string chairs made popular in Palm Springs.  

The Cord Lounge Chair, Ottoman and Dining Chairs are available in multiple color ways 

meant to brighten up a backyard, poolside or front porch. These pieces are made of 

powder-coated steel and vinyl cording and crafted to withstand the elements.  Set it out 

in your backyard or around the Fire Pit, kick back and relax!

Moss Cord Dining Chair with Gray Frame

White Cord Lounge and Ottoman with Gray Frame
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Cruiser
Collection

Left: Cruiser Loveseat in Fog
Center: Orbit Firepit and Pixel Planter in Black
Right: Cruiser Lounge in Fog and Pacific
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Cruiser Hanging Loveseat in 
Marigold with Red Rope

Cruiser Lounges in Fog

The Cruiser Collection was influenced by the edginess and ingenuity of Southern 

California’s Hot Rod Culture in the 1950’s and 60’s, specifically the Porsche 356 Roadster 

with it’s relaxed, elegant vibe. 

When it came to designing the Cruiser Lounge, we mixed composites, hand bent the 

steel just right, and had countless conversations about creating the perfect size. With 

the Cruiser Loveseat and Hanging Loveseat our ambition was to bring people together. 
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Left: Wren Planter in Gray 
Center: CG Sierra Sectional in Anodized 
Brass with Navy Upholstery, Corten Steel 
Fire Pit
Right: Inyo Chair and Acorn Planter in White 

California
Gold
Collection
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Sierra Sofa in Gray with Mica Upholstery

While designing the California Gold collection we were inspired by the bright Southern 

California sun reflecting off the golden qualities of bronze. We thought, what goes better 

together than California and Gold? Think of the golden sunset over the ocean and the 

great California gold rush. 

To make the furniture light enough to follow the sun around, we made the frames 

from aluminum and finished them in either colorful powdercoating or anodized brass. 

Baja Chairs with Vanilla Upholstery, Heron 
Planter in White, Jay Side Table in Gold

We tapped the vast resources of aluminum fabricators by producing the collection with 

the master craftspeople here in LA. Our collaborators have long worked in aluminum 

fabrication shops that cater to the aircraft industry.  

While designing the collection, we sized the Sierra sofas and sectional to fit the backyards 

of a variety of homes from beach-side bungalows to penthouse balconies while the Inyo 

and Baja Chairs along with the planters are sculptural pieces developed for a curated 

lifestyle.
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Special Edition 
Inyo Chairs

Cruiser Lounges in Pacific

Sierra Loveseat in Rose with Vanilla 
Upholstery, Jay Side Table in White
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Outdoor
Tables

Plank Table with Yellow Base
Cord Dining Chairs in Sage
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IDV’s Outdoor Tables cover all the bases for dining, hosting and relaxing. The plank table 

has a rustic feel made from salvaged barn wood and supported by and industrial powder 

coated steel base. For a more delicate look, the stone topped pedestal table called 

Clover is available in cafe, coffee, and side table sizes. 

For a truly durable product ready for commercial use, look no further than the aluminum 

topped Picnic and Cafe tables. The slim annodized tops feature an attractive array of 

patterned slots for water drainage and easy cleaning while the powder coated steel 

bases maintain strength and durability.
Plank Table Detail

Plank Table with 
Cord Dining Chairs in Sage
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Outdoor Picnic Table and Outdoor Bench

Outdoor Picnic Table in White
 with Gray Annodized Top, 

Outdoor Bench in White with Marigold Legs
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Outdoor Cafe Tables at Lemonade

Outdoor Cafe Tables at Lemonade in San Francisco, CA
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Clover Side Table at PLATFORM
with Cord Lounge Chairs

Clover Coffee Table at PLATFORM 
with Sierra Sectional, Wren 
Planter and Inyo Chair
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Planters & 
Firepits

From Left to Right: Long Edge Planter, Pixel 
Planter Terracotta, Square Edge Planter, Pixel 

Planter White, Pixel Planter Black
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Built to withstand the elements, our Corten fire pit, Orbit fire pit, Pixel planters and Edge 

planters add a sculptural quality to an outdoor ensemble. 

The Corten fire pit adds a cozy atmosphere to your backyard through its glow and 

warmth.  The fire pit, made of durable corten steel, will work with natural gas or 

firewood.  The Orbit fire pit is a bold addition to our line of handcrafted fire.  It’s made 

from fiber-reinforced concrete and comes with Lava Rocks and a stainless steel burner 

ring. 

Corten Fire Pit

If you are looking for a contemporary twist on the typical outdoor planter, the Pixel and 

Edge planters are the perfect pieces. Made from white or black fiber-reinforced concrete or 

terracotta, the Piexl and Edge planters have sculpted surfaces that elevate the planters to 

art.

The Heron, Wren, Owl, and Acorn planters, designed for the California Gold Collection, are 

an updated take on Classic California Mid-Century Pottery. We found an amazing metal 

spinner who created two variations on a conical shape to make planters in a myriad of sizes 

and shapes. 

California Gold Planters
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Acorn Planter and Wren Planter in 
Annodized Gold Finish

Black Cord Lounges, Black Pixel 
Planter, Orbit Fire Pit
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Green Wall in White at Lemonade Walnut Creek

Green Wall in White at Lemonade UTC
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Made by 
Hand in 
LA

Taking up over a city block, our 10,000 

square foot, state of the art design and 

fabrication facility houses full metal 

and woodworking shops.  We have the 

latest digital fabrication tools including 

CNC-routers, metal mill, laser cutter, 

3D printer, and plasma cutter.  These 

progressive tools and our seasoned 

master craftsmen open a vast range of 

design opportunities in mediums such 

as wood, metal, plastic, composite, 

and ceramics. Our studio is made up 

of designers, fabricators, and master 

craftsmen, who collaborate to create 

memorable experiences through iconic 

design.
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Our Work 
in the 
World

IDV at PLATFORM: California Gold 
Anodized Brass Sierra Sofa 

To us, functionality is just as important 

as beauty.  Through our comprehensive 

research and design strategy, we’ve 

developed a distinct approach to 

outdoor furniture design. As such, our 

products are designed, tested and 

built to last. Their form and durability 

make them perfect for commercial and 

residential projects of varying scales.  

The IDV store in Venice provides an 

incredible opportunity to meet clients 

and curators. Our extensive client list 

includes restaurants, hotels, start-ups, 

and sophisticated homes throughout 

the world.
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IDV at PLATFORM:
Left - Acorn Planter in White
Center - California Gold Anodized Brass 
Sierra Sectional, Clover Coffee Table
Right - Inyo Chair, Wren Planter and 
Acorn Planter in White
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IDV at PLATFORM:
Inyo Chairs
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IDV at The Elysian:
Cruiser Lounges in Fog
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IDV at The Elysian:
White Cord Dining Chairs 
with Gray Frame
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IDV at Stella Marina del Rey:
Foreground: Cord Lounges in Orange 
with White Frame 
Background: Custom Cord Sofa in 
Orange with Gray Upholstery
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IDV at Stella Marina del Rey:
Cord Lounges in Orange  with 
White Frame
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IDV at a Private Home:
Sierra Loveseat in Rose  with 
Vanilla Upholstery, Baja Chairs 
with Vanilla Upholstery, Owl 
Planters in White and Gray, 
Orbit Firepit
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